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As Graduation Week draw near,

excited seniors begin to anticipate

the revels that are an integral part of
their last few days on campus. This
anticipation often extends several years

in advance with party plans and house
reservations which usually fall within
the grounds of two developments:
Clifrtops and the Assembly. This year,

however, mention of this favorite of
Sewanee weeks is mingled with a hint

of anxiety, as more and more rumors
begin to abound that the Assembly may
not be a secure and dependable option

after all.

Many seniors this year have received

the disappointing news that their wild

grad party will have to be canceled as the

house they reserved almost three years

in advance will no longer be available.

More and more families are receiving

phone calls informing them that their

carefully arranged homes were double
booked, leaving one family ousted
while another unfairly gets the festive

upper hand. The Assembly office has
been giving vague and conflicting

answers to these cries of outrage. One
employee commented, "Whathappened
is that we were letting two real estate

agencies handle some of the houses,

but then one of the agencies just kinda
disappeared and we haven't been able

to get in touch with them." A second
employee quickly interjected, though,

explaining, "What really happened was
one of the agencies burnt down, so they

lost all their records, which led to the

double bookings."

On top of the already existing

mayhem, Plateau Realty, which rents

several homes in the Assembly, is also
going out of business. So, whichever
explanation for the real estate confusion
is true, both suggest that renters who
found their homes through a real estate

agency may want to check on the status

of their home. Families who acquired
their house through private individuals,

however, should be fine. What is the

lesson in all of this chaos? Future
seniors looking for homes should stay

away from real estate agencies and look
instead for houses owned by private

individuals and families.

Another concern that has arisen in

the weeks preceding graduation is the

rigidity of the religious affiliation of
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Greek Life Proves Dedication to Housing Sewanee, Inc. with Donation

Blair Overman
We know you have seen those purple

t-shirts with the big white "Housing

Sewanee" logos. Maybe you even own
one. It is possible that your sorority/

fraternity president made you buy one

or even sell them. I've seen parents,

professors, students, and their siblings

wearing them. Personally, I have one

for every day of the week in every

size. What really makes these shirts

great though, is what they stand for.

The Greek Community of Sewanee

decided to sell these shirts to raise

money for Housing Sewanee, but it's

more than that. They also wanted to

raise awareness for a wonderful cause

that goes on right in our backyard.

The IFC/ISC decided to make

Housing Sewanee their overall Greek

project for the Advent Semester of

2006. Every chapter sold t-shirts,

manned the football concession stand,

and worked on the house. It was

a great way for the fraternities and

sororities to become involved in a local

project and actually feel like they were

positively contributing to life right

on the Domain. The IFC/ISC finally

raised enough money selling t-shirts

to donate $3,500 to Dixon Myers and

Tom Howick, who accepted the check

on behalf of Housing Sewanee during

the weekly Greek meeting on Monday,

February 12.

Dixon and Tom brought a pie chart

of expenses for the current house

to demonstrate how and where they

receive their funding. The Greek

donation amounts to about 6% of the

total funds needed to complete the

house. IFC/ISC hopes to keep donating

money to Housing Sewanee this year

and plans to raise the same amount, if

not more next year.

The Greek Community hopes that

whenever you see a bright purple t-shirt,

you will remember the laudable cause

it represents, and that you might even

be inspired to personally contribute to

Housing Sewanee.
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Alternative Fuels: Debate Debunked
BoydStith

Many of us don't think twice when by-product of a petroleum-burning
we're filling up our tanks. We've vehicle.

gotten used to shelling out thirty Global warming has brought the

or forty bucks for a tank of regular energy debate to the forefront of world
unleaded. There's only one problem, politics. There's no doubt that C02
As the world's largest consumers of levels in the atmosphere are rising. It's

petroleum, Americans go through 9.3 also clear that the vehicles we use for

million gallons of gasoline per day. transportation have a lot to do with this.

We do this despite the world's limited All of these recent discoveries have set

petroleum reserves. the stage for alternative fuels. Simply
Though scientists aren't sure exactly put, alternative fuel's goals are to put

when these reserves will run dry, less strain on the environment and,

they're confident it will happen within consequently, the world's petroleum
the next hundred to hundred and fifty and coal supplies (as the two most
years. We must also consider that the popular fuel sources, petroleum and
automotive industry has yet to perfect coal continue to pollute the most),

the technology we currently use to burn Today we have numerous examples of
gasoline. With this taken into account, alternative fuels. Here is a rundown of
it's obvious that we have to look some popular and probable examples,
elsewhere for fuel. The goal of this

article is to shed some light on the fuel E-85
we use today and future possibilities So what's all this hype about E-85?
for it. Becoming accustomed to some Well, to put it simply, E-85 is an 85%
radical ideas now will leave us better blend of ethanol (yeah, the drinkable

chances at sustainable energy in the grain alcohol) and a 15% blend of good
future. 'ol gasoline. The main advantage that

Gasoline has been around for over automakers tout is E-85 's clean burning
a century and enables us to cruise characteristics. Remember, E-85 is

for a few hundred miles on one tank, only 15% gasoline. Conceivably, E-85
It's fairly cheap and readily available also reduces America's dependence on
around the world. Moreover, its oil- foreign oil and, for all you petrol heads
burning, petroleum-based brother, looking to squeeze that last horsepower
diesel fuel, can achieve twice the range out of your engine, E-85 carries a 100+
and, with new urea (yeah, as in the same octane rating.

stuff that makes pee smell) injection There are, however, a few
technology, pollutes half as much, disadvantages we must contend with.

These characteristics make diesel the Because E-85 is 15% gasoline, it

petroleum based fuel source for the only contains about 73% of regular
near future. In fact, over 50% of cars gas's energy (ethanol provides some
sold in Europe are diesels. America energy, just not as much as gas). If

has been slow to adopt the technology you get 300 miles per tank on gas,

because, up until this past October, our you'll be thumbin' it after 220 with
diesel fuel's sulfur content was too high E-85. Moreover, E-85's susceptibility

for the clean burning engines. to moisture makes dedicated pipelines
This has all changed with the advent and trucks a necesity. This means you

of low-sulfur diesel. Expect to see the really won't be saving any money when
world's leading auto manufacturers filling up. You'll actually be spending
rolling out fleets of diesel-fueled cars more for a depreciated range. But hey,
within the next two years. For now, at least you're polluting less and going
the only thing that stands in diesel and faster,

gasoline's way is emissions. Even
though we're able to get good mileage Hybrids
out of modern engines, there's always Okay, it's safe to say Americans
the global warming debate. And, have jumped on the hybrid bandwagon,
regardless of the modern catalytic They're cute, economical, and allow
converter and direct injection fuel

technology, C02 will always be a See FUELS, pg. 4
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MSSA,from Pg.l person from whom you are renting,

the Assembly. Rumors have Generations ofSewanee students have
circulated that families must submit a rented from the Assembly, so there are
letter of recommendation from their always experienced Assembly vets
preacher in order to gain acceptance available that can give advice and tell

into the development. This requirement their success or disaster stories,

begs the question, would the Assembly Regardless of any current
rent to a non-Christian? Unlike confusion, there are a few basic details

the catastrophe of double booking, to remember when renting. Mainly,
this gossip may be unfounded. The all reservations should be made two
Assembly does require two letters or more years in advance in order to

of recommendation, one "preferably secure a house. Also, bear in mind
from the church," but when asked if that while there is a twenty dollar

a synagogue would also suffice, the application fee during most of the

hesitant yet kind answer was, "That year, applications for the University's

would be all right." This response infamously larger weekends (i.e.

suggests that non-Christian families are Grad week, Homecoming, Parents'
at least allowed to apply. The Assembly Weekend, etc.) require an additional

is, however, the Monteagle Sunday one hundred dollars. And, of course,

School Assembly, which, according take care to read descriptions of the

to its mission statement, was built houses you are considering for rental

"for the purpose of the advancement before deciding upon one. Some have
of... the interest of Christianity," and few or zero limitations while others

application does not necessarily have have more confining restrictions

to be followed with acceptance. (e.g. No parties over 25, No parties,

Although the Assembly situation No children under 3, No pets, No
isn't entirely stable and explanations smoking, etc.). Taking the proper
for the double bookings are equally precautions and opting to rent through
spotty, all reservations are not lost, the owner of a house will help ensure
and the majority of grad week parties that you, your family, and thirty to

will proceed smoothly. As for future one hundred and fifty of your closest

renters: simply proceed with caution, friends will have an amazing place
Rent from individuals, be sure to ask to enjoy during your big week on the

thorough questions and, if possible, Mountain!

research the dependability of the

Giuliani, McCain are Strong Republican

Candidates for Presidency
Joseph Leray

Last week, Rudy Giuliani officially Senator McCain is another front-

entered the 2008 Presidential race by runner for the Republican nomination

filing a "statement of candidacy" with and is a party and media favorite. "He
the Federal Election Commission, has put so much effort into making
Many hope that Senator John McCain himself more appealing to the more
(R-AZ) will follow his lead. The two conservative vote. My hunch is that

front-runners' similarities, however, he's succeeded in that project," says

could split the moderate conservative Brockett.

vote, allowing a dark horse candidate Another of McCain's strengths is

to win the Republican nomination, says his positive media coverage. "He's in

Dr. Andrea Hatcher of the University's the public eye more than Giuliani,"

political science department. says Hatcher. "Being the front-runner

The biggest issue for the Republican is the easy part. It's defined by early

candidates will be the war in Iraq, media coverage." However, McCain
says Hatcher. "Iraq will be extremely may suffer from over-exposure as time

important. It's not going to go away in progresses. "The longer you stay in the

two years, and Bush's policies will be media - it makes you a huge target,"

left over and implemented. It definitely especially from research by opposition.

overshadowsthecandidates."Bothhave Keeping in mind that the election is

national security experience, which is over a year away, Hatcher remarks that

typical of Republican candidates, says "sustaining [momentum] for that long

Hatcher. is going to be very difficult."

Giuliani tends to have more "It's going to be a very interesting

moderate political views than the other race . . . because these are two very

participants of the nomination process, strong candidates," says Brockett. A
especially on social and moral issues, recent Gallup poll seems to agree with

This may make it difficult for him to be him, showing that 29% Republicans

nominated, says Dr. Charles Brockett, support Giuliani, with 24% supporting

political science professor at Sewanee. McCain. Brockett and Hatcher fell into

However, ifhe is nominated, Giuliani similar categories. "My hunch right

will be strong in the general election. He now is that Giuliani is probably the

has a "strong, no-nonsense, get-things- strongest candidate," says Brockett.

done" image, says Brockett. "9/11 On the other hand, Hatcher says that

is certainly a big part of [Giuliani's "the conventional wisdom would be to

image]. It bolstered an image that was go with McCain."

already there; it didn't create it. He Regardless of Giuliani and McCain's

received a lot of credit for making New strengths, the general election could

York City a much safer place." very well be won by the Democratic

Hatcher, on the other hand, feels that party. "We've had 8 years of a

"without 9/11, [Giuliani] wouldn't be Republican presidency, and 6 years of

a strong candidate. He lost to Clinton a Republican Congress. There is a

in the 2000 Senate race. His political malaise - people may just be tired of

career could have been over." Republican leadership," says Hatcher.



Sewanee Dorm Matrons May Be Cooler Than
Your Real Mother

Skipper Mclnerney
The word "matron" is a word of Robinson of St. Luke's described asdistinc connotate; it brings to mind "All you had to do was play bridge^
IZ^l t matUre W°man

'

drink " H°WeVer
' times h-e chfngTdplaying bridge and s.ppmg a cool policies are enforced, and law sui*libation to pass the early hours of the must be kept at bay. Thus the ma^

™T H^
S W°man ^ ^ * of^ ^ve quite^ bitmo^~

considered by many students "out plates. Ms. Ann Sherril. ofHumphry
of ,t, or loopy, and not the first informed me that the matrons mustr^rson to know the inside scoop on the learn how to identify drug and alcoho

T*l 7TT °f SeWanee '

S SOCial V ™™* accurateIy «d be able toscene As the Umvers.ty of the South'* decipher the difference between binge
longes standmg trad,t,on, the matrons drinking and the status quo drunk
not only defy the term "matron," but I gathered from these women that
also serve as untapped resources of the most difficult aspect of their jobsknowledge, msider information, and, is maintainin a sense of distance frommost importantly, compassion. I know
as you begin to read this you may roll

your eyes and recall a time when you
were unjustly written up for an open-
container or noise violation. Keep in

mind that these are the women who
put up with you and your shenanigans
day in and day out during the four most
formative and often obnoxious years of
your life.

I took it upon myself to have dinner
with the matrons ofHumphreys, Elliott,

Benedict, Hunter, and St. Luke's at 6
o'clock sharp in McClurg. We began
the discussion with the formalities of
the five critical news questions: who,
what, when, where, and how. For those

of you who do not know, the matron
tradition began when the school was
first established. Widows of the Civil

War opened up their homes to serve as

boarding houses to the incoming all-

male students. The tradition has since

remained a unique part of the University

and the Sewanee community. The
matrons hail from all over the country

and were introduced to Sewanee in

various ways. Ms. Anne Smith of
Elliott first arrived on the Sewanee
campus in '86 when she visited in

Seminary. Ms. Anne was "impressed
with the beauty of the campus" and by
'88, she had moved to the Mountain
as a matron. The job description for

matrons of years past y Ms. Jeannie

the students, affectionately called "the
kids," when struggles with alcohol,

drugs, and school arise. The matronly
urge to protect must be balanced with
what they described as the importance
and value of experience. Drinking,
drugs, and rock

4

n roll aside, the

matrons are also in sync with the

cliques, couples, and conflicts of their

kids. "Everything echoes in Benedict,"

coolly responded Ms. Joann Willis of
Benedict. And she's right; the matrons
simply keep their eyes and ears open
and the day's entertainment is more up-
to-date than Facebook's News Feed.

Speaking of Facebook, "We don't do
Facebook," muttered a matron under
her breath, and most likely they do not

need it. They have us live, 24 hours a

day, 7 days a week.

When our dinner ended and the

conversation dwindled, I looked around
the table and realized how interesting,

observant, and sharp the matrons are.

These women know, experience, and
tolerate more than most. The general

consensus of what it takes to be matron

is an ability to forgo a peaceful night's

sleep, an appreciation for youth, a thick

skin, and, most of all, a sense of humor.

I asked what keeps them coming back

year after year, and the answers are

simple: the Mountain, the school, and

most importantly, the students.
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Sewanee 2.0:

Information Technology Services Looks to the

Future

Carter Batey

Sewanee is a school that will always
have one foot rooted firmly in the past;

it is a realm that places a high premium
on tradition. In recent years, however,

change has been forced upon the

Mountain, and we often find ourselves

struggling to define our oft-antiquated

lifestyle in the modem world.

One aspect of that struggle lies within

the ether of the World Wide Web. Many
students express dissatisfaction over

the lack of student services offered

on the Sewanee homepage. Said one
student, "I've been playing soccer

since my freshman year and my parents

have asked me all that time why they

haven't been able to see my picture and
stats online." Perhaps students would
be surprised to know that faculty and

administration have also petitioned the

University for a redress of grievances.

Currently, the technological side of

Sewanee is undergoing a transition; we
are upgrading our campus in a way that

requires no hard hat and no annoying

detour. For all of Sewanee 's accolades,

most would agree that we are behind

the curve in technology. Thankfully,

Information Technology Services is

aware of this, and is working to fix the

problem. When former webmasters

Joe Romano and Ken Pooley left the

university, there remained an awkward
void in the system. Interim Associate

Provost for Information Technology

Services and University Librarian

Vicky Sells saw this as "an opportunity

to change how we think of web
support."

Much like a brick mason that lays a

road before him as he walks along it,

the University ITS must deal with the

ever-changing forces of technology.

To this end, a web team was created

to better determine the future of the

Sewanee website. "The more people
you have thinking about a problem, the

better the chance of finding a workable
solution," said Sells.

David Syler, to whom many students

owe thanks for the repair of a hard

drive, leads the web team. "I've been
here eight years, and when I first got

here it seemed like there were more
clear divisions," said Syler of the

transitional period of ITS.

One central complaint about the

current Sewanee website is that it tends

to focus on Admissions, and has few
useful tools for students and faculty.

This is in part due to the original purpose

of the site. Its original designers worked
in the Admissions Office, and therefore

tailored it to the recruitment of new
students. Sells defined this as, "our

way of communicating with the world

outside Sewanee." Since students and

faculty invariably live in close quarters

while on the mountain, it is logical to

use the website as a conduit to those

who are not within a mile radius the

stoplight; however, certainly there is

room for those of us who do.

Reconciling tradition with

technology is not an issue unique to

Sewanee by any means, however,

the isolation of the mountain creates

an added hurdle to overcome when
advancing into the twenty-first century.

The world will continue to move
rapidly forward on the wings of wire

and airwave; the task now at hand for

the University of the South is to secure

its place in that new technological

frontier.
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you to silently sneak up on pedestrians

and run them over. Hybrids are quiet

under acceleration because batteries

assist a small internal-combustion

engine under load. With less strain

on the gasoline engine, you use and

pollute less. The only downside is that

the auxiliary battery usually weighs

between 100 and 300 lbs. Let's just

say carrying around the hybrid's huge

battery is akin to carrying around a full

tank of gas and only being able to use

some of it, some of the time. And you

can't just get a battery tune up in ten

years when it dies. You have to replace

the entire battery. That exhausted

nickel metal hydride battery is not

Mother Earth's friend either. These

issues make hybrids a band-aid for

the alternative fuel debate. Despite

their relatively high mile per gallon

figures (diesels often achieve the same

if not better figures), today's hybrid

doesn't represent a solution. Luckily,

automakers have acknowledged this

and currently have some great ideas on

the drawing board.

Hydrogen

For those of you who hear hydrogen

and think Hindenburg, stop reading.

Nothing I say will dissuade you from

your impending thoughts of doom.

Despite the German airship's fiery

landing, today's hydrogen technology

provides a safe, clean source of

energy. As Earth's most abundant

element, hydrogen is the perfect fuel

candidate. Auto manufacturers have

acknowledged this and hit the ground

running with two ideas for hydrogen-

fueled vehicles. Fuel-cells use

hydrogen in an electrochemical energy

conversion process.

Technicalities aside, the hydrogen

flows in the cell with the cell powering

an electric motor, thus powering the

car. It's kind of like a gasoline hybrid

sans gasoline. The other approach

makes use of the old fashioned, but

highly developed and reliable, internal

combustion (I.C.) engine. Hydrogen
takes the place of gasoline in the I.C.

process with only trace amounts of

oil (used as lubricant) as an emission.

The only noticeable byproduct of both

processes is water.

Now all of our problems are

solved. Well, not quite. Automakers

seem to have the hydrogen storage

problem solved. The insulated tanks

in today's hydrogen powered cars are

said to keep a snowman frozen for

five years. They've also been hurled

at lead walls at 200 MPH and haven't

busted. They're bulletproof, literally.

The real problems regard production,

transport, and incentives. Production

is hydrogen's biggest challenge. It

takes a lot of energy to produce

hydrogen. That energy usually comes
from coal-fired plants that pump C02
into the atmosphere. For now, the only

feasible source of energy for hydrogen

production comes from nuclear plants

that have yet to be perfected. Here's

where the world's governments need to

step in; there have to be government-

sponsored programs that offer huge
incentives to power companies and
auto manufacturers. The technology

is there. Everyone just needs a little

nudge in the right direction, and,

despite its setbacks, hydrogen is the

logical choice. There remain a lot

of wrinkles to iron out, but given a

chance, I believe hydrogen's popularity

and future feasibility will spread like a

wildfire (sorry Hindenburg junkies, I

just had to).

o Saturday,
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Sewanee Equestrian Team:
Successful, But Unknown

Cory Woodworth

As Mr. Ed used to sing, "A horse is a h™-eo ~f

am and sophomore nder Elizabeth West is winning the region as anSUnfortunately, many students know little or nothing about nn, f

,nQ1V,auaI -

successful sports here at Sewanee.
g

' ^ °f °Ur more

With close to forty members, the equestrian team is one of the largest teamson our campus, other than track, swimming, and footbal,, and uTthe o"yco-ed sport where men and women compete against one another. It official ybecame a varsity sport at Sewanee in 1996. The team competes in the IHSAhe Intercolleg.ate Horse Show Association. Then- competitors are not limfted^D.vjs.on-m schools and include Maryville College, University ofT^seeMTSU, Vanderbilt, and Rhodes.
*«messee,

Life on the equestrian team is not just a "trot" in the park. Like any other sport
at Sewanee, the equestrian team works hard to do what they do. Their season isyear-round, so when other teams are lazing around during the off-season the
equestrian team ,s still out practicing and competing. They are required to 'takehe Equestrian P.E. classes, and there are team practices before horse shows forhose who are competing. On top of all that, everyone is required to weight-
lift three times a week. And those horses and show clothes don't come cheap
Sewanee boards about 30 donated horses for the team to ride, but they are on theirown when it comes to purchasing clothes for horse shows

With the growing popularity of the sport, Sewanee built a new Equestrian
Facility in 2005. It includes a 30-stall barn that is attached to an indoor ring so
riders don t have to practice in the cold or the rain and the horses don't have to
live outside all year. There is also a boarder bam, where riders can house theirown horses that they bring from home.

Chances are you know at least one person on the equestrian team at Sewanee
but you just don't realize it. The equestrian team does not get much publicity-'
their competitions are not even listed on the sports schedules that are posted
around campus. It may not be the Kentucky Derby, but the equestrian team would
love support. As rider Elizabeth West puts it, "We would really appreciate it if
more people come to see our horse shows and just know we're out there working
really hard to represent Sewanee." Sewanee hosts the Regional Competition the
weekend after Spring Break, so make Mr. Ed proud and get out there to cheer on
your Sewanee Equestrian Team.
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Tiger of the Week:

Grace Schildknecht

Compiled by Cory Woodworth

The Tiger chosen as exhibiting excellence on the playing field for the weekend
of February 9-11 is women's swimmer Grace Schildknecht. Grace is a junior

from Cincinnati, Ohio. She is an IM and Breaststroke swimmer.

At the SCAC championships in Crawfordsville, Indiana, Schildnecht won All-

SCAC honors in 200 Breaststroke and set two new school records in the 100 and

200 Breaststroke (breaking JH Chapman's 5 year old record in the 100 breast).

Grace was the high point scorer for Sewanee women at the Championship and

contributed to 4 relays as well as making finals in her 3 individual events.

Veteran David Poggi to

Take Over Men's Soccer
Press release, www.sewanee.edu
(compiled by Anupam Adhikari)

Sewanee has tapped veteran soccer coach David Poesi to lead it, ™,»',

.

S"S » Mark Webb, Sewanee athleticdE TP a dTa,Coach Pogg, has agreed to accept the appointment of head men's soccer coa^hHe has over twenty years experience coaching a. both the NCAA and prof Ssl a,levels and wdl be an outstanding addition to the university," adds WebbJTTV "* ^^^^ """"^ in New °^"s, where he hasserved as the head women's soccer coach since 2005 After the ?nn Tc,T

He^^retumed to New O °"? ^ '°P^ SOC°" "**»"» in ,he^^-Me returned to New Orleans to lead the Wolfpack for the 2006 season
Before h,s time a. Loyola, Poggi coached The University of Louisiana

'eal ,

e

n20
8

: he' Tun™^V™^ *"Mn '" 2°°° *™^™4season. In 2004. he led ULL to ,«s best overall record in the programs five-year

Gre^Ba^NrfA n"*
* T" T"'

$ "** M "* Universi* °f Wisconsin-oreen Bay, an NCAA Dms.on I school, from 1992 to 1996 He was also the

^llS^,TWl St3te U"y ( 1985 " 1992) and L,eC^nt
of thfi^T t

$

;
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Soccer Players React Positively to Their New Coach
"He has a lot of experience from

the professional to high school level.

He also has a lot of connections which
will come handy in recruiting players.

He's got the experience that's been
lacking and will give a fresh start to the

season."

- Ben Swann (Sophomore)

"He will definitely be good to our
winning record. We need someone
who has a whole lot of experience
behind him, and we badly need some
wins right now, so he'll be a boon to

the team."

- Burim Deliu (Senior)

|W1

Congratulations, G^racef
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The Women's Center Proudly Presents
'Know Yourself, Love Yourself: Mind, Body

and Soul
Laurel Coffey

This Friday concludes the 2007 Conference on Women. Planning for this
conference began at the start of last semester. Senior Syeda Hamadani and Junior
Sam Kennedy worked intensely as the Conference co-chairs along with members
of the Bairnwick Women's Center Executive Board and our advisors Professor
Murdock and Dean Katie Steele to make this week a success. As with all Women's
Center events, our mission for the 2007 Conference on Women was to educate,
serve and support women in the campus community. Admittedly, the Women
•sCenter Executive Board always has a difficult time finding the proper balance
between being inclusive to all women and every woman's unique ideology of
womanhood while at the same time holding fast to our collective standards of
gender equality and empowerment. After hours of brainstorming, we decided to
organize a conference meant for everywoman and explore elements of our minds,
bodies, and souls.

Monday and Tuesday of this past week were devoted to discussion centered
on women's minds. Professsor Paige Schneider spoke at Monday's Pinnacle
luncheon on "The History of Gender and Gender Stereotypes." Professor
Schneider first explained the difference between sex and gender. She then traced
the history of gender disparity from Socratic philosophy, to the expected behavior
of 1950s American housewives, to Second Wave revolutionary feminism. A lively
discussion followed her presentation. The discussion extended into Tuesday's
Unpacking the Gendered Mind event. Professors Donna Murdock and Nicole
Barenbaum presented on how ideas of gender have permeated women's minds
socially, culturally, and psychologically. Gender related objects such as a hammer
and a spatula, or a G.I. Joe and little girl's play make-up set inspired roundtable

group discussions on the way gender influences the way we think about ourselves
other women, and the world.

Moving into the realm of the body, a collection of about twenty actresses of
varying ages from the school and community, along with a devoted backstage
crew, presented Eve Ensler's play The Vagina Monologues on Wednesday
The cast dressed in all black with a red accessory and performed with feeling
Actresses commented on how speaking the word "vagina" to an auditorium
full of people was thrilling and liberating. Couples in attendance said it was a
very romantic way to spend Valentine's Day. In keeping with the mission of The
Vagina Monologues and the V-Day organization, the intention of the event was
to generate attention and support for the fight to stop violence against women
and girls, including rape, battery, incest, female genital mutilation, and sexual
slavery. More information can be found at www.vday.org. All of the proceeds
from ticket sales went to the Blue Monarch organization which helps oppressed
and abused women in Middle Tennessee.

On Thursday, Amber Madison, the author of Hooking Up: A Girl's All Out
Guide to Sex and Sexuality, graced Sewanee with her presence and expertise
Her well-attended talk spanned such topics as masturbation, the elusive (or not
so elusive) female orgasm, and the importance of knowing your sexual comfort
levels. Both men and women benefited from Amber Madison's "sexpertise."

This Friday's events are aimed at soothing women's souls. At 1:00 pm, Helen
Stapleton will lead a free yoga lesson in the Mary Sue Cushman Room of the
Women's Center. At 2:30 pm, Syeda Hamadani will instruct any interested
students m the beautiful, rhythmic and soulful art of belly dancing in Fowler's
dance studio. Finally, the Women's Center 2007 Conference on Women Board
invites you to join us for a delicious soul food dinner at 7:30 p.m. in the Mary Sue
Cushman room to celebrate the conclusion of the week.

It is our sincere hope that this Conference on Women and all of its varied
events has encouraged self-reflection, greater self-knowledge and self-love from
attendees.

**-%*
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Book Review: Douglas Coupland'sjPod

Joseph Leray

While strolling through my

0^ Mf^ friendly neighborhood corporate

bookstore, I caught a glimpse of
a book with silly Lego people on
the cover. How weird. Not wanting
to drop 30 bones on a book of

questionable quality, and finding no
paperback counterpart, I decided to

go the frugal route and get it from
DuPont, although I had to use Inter-

Library Loan to get it.

All of the characters work in jPod,
a division of a game developing

company in which everyone's last

name begins with the letter J. jPod
becomes its own sort of bizarre

entity, weirder than the sum of its

parts. The unnamed developing

company (some say it's based

on Electronic Arts, the money-
grabbers responsible for Madden,
but I would've missed it if I weren't

f . .
e

already looking for it) is in the process
of including a friendly turtle into its Gen-X skateboarding game, much to the
cnagnn of everyone involved.

I have never, ever read a book in which I hate all of the characters, until now
Not a one of them has any redeeming qualities. I wanted to empathize with Ethan
the protagonist, until I realized that he was a spineless twit with a penchant for
getting into other people's messes. The least pathetic character smuggles people
for a living. His trick is that he gets them addicted to heroin first. Real classy
Worst of all is that Coupland makes himself a character in his own book, and you
guessed, he's a real winner.

'

As a social commentary, it's pretty sad that Coupland paints such a bleak
picture, even of himself. The end is, by traditional standards, a happy one but it
depicts a happiness based on selling out and becoming a corporate automaton

Since y/W is, essentially, about teenies, it is full of pop-culture and videogame references. Literary critics call it Zeitgeist, but I prefer calling it name-
droppmg. However, it isn't prohibitively nerdy or geeky, and anyone with a sense
of humor should enjoy it. For example, in the first chapter, you find out that
Ethan s mother is running a huge marijuana grow-op in her basement, and that
she needs to dispose of a dead body. The rest of the book is equally over-the-top
and bombastic. F

The text is very ... aesthetic, in that it's full of these little puzzles and random
inserted phrases and visual tomfoolery that is designed to reflect the nature of
video game culture - haphazard, weird, fast-paced. Again, one doesn't have to
be an uber-nerd to understand most of the pictures and jokes. This type of stream
of consciousness vibe is found throughout the book, and the very last page reads
Play again? y/n."

That really is the ultimate message of this book, that everything is played
again, a cynical statement about corporate life and our throwaway, recyclable
society. Even the book's plot is totally circular, like one of those neat-o Mobius
strips you had to make in 4th grade out of construction paper. It's almost as if
Coupland is constantly condescending - to his readers, to his characters and
even to himself. But really, it's because the characters are so useless, and because
the situations are so hyperbolic, and because Coupland is so holier-than-thou that
the book is as powerful as it is.

Unfortunately, an otherwise enjoyable book is overshadowed somewhat by
Coupland's visual shenanigans and mis-en-abime, metafiction, post-modernism
which could turn off some readers. However ambitious, the avant-garde extras
sometimes fall flat. All in ailJPod is a very fast paced, expertly written book that
manages to make the reader empathize with despicable characters by reminding
them of their own shortcomings, all under the witty and clever backdrop of the
techie, video game world.

Book Review: Ecce Quam Bonum
Skipper Mclnerney

Ecce Quam Bonum, A Pictorial History of the University of the South, is the
latest book publication to review Sewanee's history dating from the 1880's up to
the present. The book provides pictures and commentary from the University's
archives and personal collections of individual residents on the Mountain. Ecce
Quam Bonum is not only unique in its publication - it is one of three installment
publications of the Sewanee Sesquicentennial History Project - but also because
of its creators. Emily Senefeld, C '05, and Eric Wilson, C '06 gathered the photos,
researched Sewanee's history, and wrote the captions for each photo in the book.'
Credit to the final publication is also given to a third student, Sean Tapper Suarez,
C'08, who served as a research intern for the Sesquicentennial History Project.

Ecce Quam Bonum began as an independent study project for Eric Wilson
during the Easter semester of 2005. Dr. Samuel R. Williamson, Vice-Chancellor
Emeritus, directs the Sesquicentennial History Project and served as a mentor
to Eric and Emily throughout the lengthy two year process. Eric and Emily's
goal was to provide a unique and alternative pictorial history of Sewanee without
regurgitating the "canonical Sewanee pictures-the scenes that seem to permeate
the community's photographic memory," as quoted by Wilson. They faced
the inevitable problems of too many pictures, options, and thematic routes to
take for the book. With much deliberation and research, the students formed
an entertaining and informative guide through Sewanee's history. Ecce Quam
Bonum includes buildings that no one living has ever seen except in photograph
form and provides commentary for each photograph.
The commentary offers fun facts that the average student may have never

known. For instance, the Kappa Alpha Fraternity house has been destroyed by a
fire three times in 1897, 1915, and 1972: what remained from the ashes was the
distinctive archway entrance. The Tuckaway dormitory originally served as the
Tuckaway Inn during the 1920's, and the eastern half of Convocation Hall was
Sewanee's first gymnasium in 1886. Many more interesting facts are to be found
m this intriguing book which covers the histories of the dormitories, Greek houses,
and chapels. The pictorial history not only focuses on the University's buildings
and property but expands to the Sewanee Community and local establishments
At the student friendly price of fifteen dollars, Ecce Quam Bonunh on display
in the Student Bookstore, is a must-have book, created by Sewanee students for
Sewanee students.
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and wan unfil all foosers are ready before initiating play; besides, there are betterways to prevent such behavior than disallowing legitimate goals
The second rule I find fault with is the rule stating that "goalie goals" are

awarded two points. Presumably, these back-row goals earn two points because
they are perceived to be harder to score. We must be careful to distinguish
more skillful" and "harder," though, as skillful display must be the basis for

awarding points. Otherwise we are just flipping quarters. It is true that goalie
goals travel much farther, through more rows of players, than goals scored from
other positions on the field, but it is rare that goalie goals result from careful
planning and execution. Rather, most such goals are the result of repeatedly
striking the ball as hard as possible while attempting to aim straight downfield. In
other words, they are simply the inevitable occasional outcome of an essentially
random event, and as such do not merit extra points. While some tactics may be
devised to increase slightly the likelihood of scoring a goalie goal, the main force
in scoring these goals remains chance.

Some players would argue that 2-point goalie goals add an element of
excitement and competition, allowing for unlikely comebacks or strong runs. I

would agree with these players, but if we accept that model, then we must apply
it to other special shots as well. For example, if goalie shots count for two, then so
should "put-back" shots, in which an attacker defends the goalie shot by carefully
timing a return shot. Given the event that a defender strikes the ball with his
goalie, I suspect that it is more likely that a goalie goal will occur than a put-
back. If, for the sake of adding variation and excitement, we award extra points
for certain types of shots, and if we determine those shots by likelihood (which
is what we have done with goalie goals), then put-backs must also count for two
points. Additionally, it seems reasonable if a defender is awarded a premium for
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The OG Finds New Leadership, Direction
Jacob Moore

The President of the Order of Gownsmen this year was forced to resign after

accepting a job in Washington and graduating in the Fall. As a result, the OG
was put in the peculiar situation of figuring out who would lead for the rest of
the year. The Order, though it has put forward official statements encouraging
gown-wearing and attempted to increase participation in its branch of student

government, has been struggling for the past couple years to revive the gown
and its tradition of honor and prestige at the Universityt. This semester, the Order
faced its first challenge as a rejuvenated governing body: finding a new president.

Katie Pigg C '08 had been named as the interim president by Eric Wilson when
he left. The assumption was that, since Pigg had been the secretary of the order
and that post was directly behind the president, it was constitutional that she
should take over the office. In the meeting, Pigg cited discomfort at leading the

organization in an office to which she wasn't elected. This set a precedent for

further interpretation of the OG constitution. While she organized the election,

Pigg refused to run, stating, "While I would love to be president some day, now
is not my time." She expressed concerns about legitimacy with running in an
election she had designed.

The emergency election itself ended with the appointment of Wilson Finch
C '07. Almost immediately upon entering office, Finch addressed the major
concerns facing the Order. Most pressing was the issue of the constitution. In

essence, the OG doesn't have one. According to Margaret McCall, head of the
newly established Constitutional Affairs Committee, the archives were searched
as well as all records of the Order, but no detailed constitution seemed to exist.

McCall admitted, "Maybe there was one at some point, but it's gone now." Many
of the mechanisms of the Order have been based on tradition, and that has so far

kept things running smoothly. But when an inevitable snag appears, there is not
really any way of dealing with the issue. McCall hopes that the committee will
be able to draft a detailed constitution by the end of the semester, one that will
prepare the Order in the future for dealing with unprecedented situations like the
emergency election this semester. As the Honor Council Chair, McCall pointed
out the importance of having some important document to fall back on when
things get tight. She mentioned, "It's pretty bad when an organization as old and
prestigious as this one has no constitution."

To be fair, there is part of a constitution, but according to Finch, it's very vague
and doesn't provide for any means of dealing with problems. What problems
would it need to deal with? According to Josh Harris C '07, the Order had no
means of addressing grievances with officers. Up to this point, if a member of the
Order had a problem with an officer, it was difficult to bring it up for discussion
in meetings that were built around proposing and discussing resolutions and not
complaints.

Harris is the chair of the Committee on Grievances, which is a body that deals
with issues students might have with the Order and its officers. Finch himself
sits on the committee, though he is to recuse himself from the meeting if any
issues directly involve him. Harris said that it's important for the Order to "try to
achieve some transparency," so that proceedings don't seem closed off or aloof.

There has been a concerted effort among the officers to bring back the
legitimacy of the Order without appearing elitist. The complaint of elitism
has been echoed time and again and has given the OG the most trouble with
maintaining involvement. One issue that has caused dispute is the fact that the
Order of Gownsmen acts as a branch of student government, conferring more
weight to the voice of a student with a higher GPA. Katie Pigg pointed out a
fallacy in this argument. Some assume that things such as executive committee
meetings are closed venues where decisions affecting the entire student body are
made without any democratic approval. According to Pigg, "These are not closed
meetings. We do not hold them specifically for gownsmen. They invite anyone
with any sort of business to attend."

Further combating the feelings of elitism, the OG is finally enstating a gown
financial aid program, a project that had been brought up last semester. Students
have been complaining for years that they had to pay almost a hundred dollars
for the honor of wearing the gown, and prices have steadily been increasing over
the years. This semester, an unidentified alum donated enough money to purchase
a sizable collection of gowns for the Order, which could then be doled out on
a needs basis to students who don't just have a hundred bucks lying around
Finch established another committee to handle this process, with Ed Henderson
: '07 heading it up. The committee will spend the semester working up a system
by which applicants for the program will receive their gowns. There's only one
catch to the program: the alum specified that the gowns are to be given on the
stipulation that the students wear them regularly. Of course, students would also
have to return their gown upon graduation, as the Order has received a lump
sum for gown aid and not continual funding for replacement. As to the issue of
wearing gowns, Finch is confident that "anyone earnestly asking for a gown will
wear it."

Finch is confident about the semester in general. He admitted, "When I ran
for the office, my main concern was involvement." In the past, participation in
the Order has dwindled to pathetic levels, with 15% voter turnout in last year'sOG president election. Finch pointed out that some dorms had participation
in the single digits. Finch is trying to reform the election process to be more
trustworthy (there are some reservations among members with online voting)
and that encourages more participation. So far though, things are looking up for
the OG, and Finch is not alone in his attempts to overhaul both the image and

Spirit of Sewanee: A Look Back
Barlow Mann

The passage I have chosen this week comes from the 1961 Cap and Gown
and emphasizes the importance of self-awareness and of having an active sense
of place on the domain. Under the bolded heading "THIS IS SEWANEE," the
passage begins,

How many times have you
looked at Breslin 's clock or

heard its chimes? How often

have you brought curse upon
curse on the Walsh-Ellet

turrets? Have you ever seen

Shapard Tower glow in a

sunset? Thesefew scenes of
campus bring back countless

memories—some warm, some
humorous, some serene...

It is appropriate that the author chose Breslin 's clock as the first image for the
passage. The clock reminds us of the stubborn, destructive time that gives each of
these images its special significance. It is unlikely that we would note the beauty
of a sunset framed by Shapard tower or the comforting nuisance of "down-the-
up, up-the-out, out-the-up, and down-the-out" if we knew that we could always
revisit these places. We should take care, then, to look up every once in a while
on the walk to class or to McClurg and soak up Sewanee with all of our senses,
so that we may take it with us when we leave. However, we must also remember
that instances such as the ones described are to be experienced, not observed. Too
much scrutiny can turn a memory into a postcard, and you can buy those in the
bookstore.

New Student Organizations Spice Up Campus
Jennifer Baxter

Five new organizations have been approved as of February 1st to be added to
the over one hundred organizations that are already a part of Sewanee 's activities.
The creation of these new organizations represents the new interests and concerns
of the current student body. The organizations approved were: Sewanee Men
against Sexual Violence, Sewanee Hikers with a Cause, Sewanee Women's
Lacrosse, STAND, and ABRE.

Sewanee Men against Sexual Assault began in the Spring of 2006 and is led
by student Richie Hubbard. The organization has expanded from being a small
group of people expressing opinions about a cause into a larger organization
that in mid January presented their ideas about sexual violence to the presidents
of all fraternities on campus. The presentation had a large response and the
organization will be returning to talk to fraternity groups as a whole, beginning
this month. Richie Hubbard, leader of the organization, states, "The programs are
not designed to blame men or accuse them of being sexual predators, but rather
to help them examine and define the issue of sexual assault in such a way as to
help them achieve greater personal understanding, a compassion for the victims
of such violence, and a feeling that they can strive to end this terrible problem."

Sewanee Hikers with a Cause, lead by student Brad Waffa, hikes in order
to raise money for a variety of different charitable organizations. While hiking
the Perimeter Trail, Sewanee Hikers with a Cause raised a few hundred dollars
for the Cloud Forest School in Costa Rica. Also last weekend, Sunday February
11^ Sewanee hikers plunged into Lake Dimmick around one in the afternoon.
Participants sought out community members to sponsor them with money pledged
for the event.

Sewanee Women's Lacrosse, coached by Michelle Dombrowski, is an
organization that has been talked about all over campus for the past few years.
With the beginning of the men's club lacrosse, team starting only a couple
years ago, women have wanted to organize a team for a while. With four games
scheduled for this season and practices three times a week, the women's team is

off to an exciting start. The first game of the season is scheduled for March 10 th

against Centre College.

STAND, led by student Allison Kendrick and Paul Dixon, intends to raise
awareness about the genocide in Darfur and the Sudan in order to stop future

See GROUPS pg. 10

the technical workings of the Order. Members of the Order of Gownsmen are
striving to reclaim some of the pride in the gown tradition, while shying away
from becoming an unwieldy and disorganized academic social club. The officers
of the OG want the gown to mean something more than getting to register early
and skip class every now and then. If things go smoothly this semester, they
might succeed.



Anupam Adhikari

After excruciatingly long flights, connecting five
major cities of the world, from a place shrouded in
mystery, Kathmandu, I finally arrived in Sewanee
with a couple of luggage without knowing what to
expect. I was ready to embrace everything that the
new place had to offer. But the voice inside me kept
on saying that I will be having a hard time adjusting
to the changes no matter how hard I try.

I had learnt that "a 'z' is pronounced zed" in
kindergarten and that "the unit of length/ weight'are
kilometer/ kilograms" in grade one. The idea of them
being zee and miles/pounds seemed preposterous to
me at first. To this, one of my newly made friends
exclaimed, "Different strokes for different folks!"
and it did not take him long to convince me, so, I took
his word for it and decided to not heed the matter any
further. Then came the avalanche of such sometimes
subtle and other times utter differences when I started
my day after a long awaited salubrious sleep.

Learning the Differences Between the East and America
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The differences in the mindset of people were
very apparent to me. The optimism of the people
the constant act of looking forward no matter how
bad the present situation, the open-mindedness and
the sense of humor was a bit too much for me to
handle at first as I felt nothing was sacred or right
and that each and every thing was open to argument
and ridicule. But as I sank in the American culture
in the subsequent weeks, I realized that there should
be an air of skepticism whenever something is taken
into consideration as questioning will only lead to
how true an argument is. Now I too question a lot
instead of taking things at face value and I cannot
overemphasize the importance of check and balance.

I also realized the importance of hope. Hope is
the only unquestionable entity, even in the American
culture. Only hope can make a person, the hope of
finding love, gaining knowledge and being liberated
Though I will never be able to approximate a mile or

a pound as well as a kilometer or a kilogram or love
Christ as much as I admire Lord Shiva, I definitely
believe in the American dream. I believe in the human
strife for a greater good no matter the situation. And
to quote Frank Sinatra, an American icon, "this is
my quest to follow that star, no matter how hopeless
no matter how far..." I too will keep the American
dream alive with a broad and questioning mind.

Some other interesting differences: I drove my car
on the left lane instead of the right lane, worshiped
multiple gods in a temple instead of worshipping a
single God in a church, drank rice beer instead°of
malt beer, ate rice instead of bread, used liquid milk
instead of creamer in my tea, used Celsius instead of
Fahrenheit, used rather high brow grammar instead
of its pragmatic form, used water instead of toilet
paper, etc.(I will think about more)

News In Brief
Sam Curin

Snowfall: epic battle with 8 year olds
Walking innocently from the Library to McClurg for a hot bowl of soup andsome tea, seniors John Lea and Rupert Von Helsinki were enjoying the winter

wonderland around them. Little did they know that they were in the sights oftwo Sewanee Elementary students, codenamed Dr. Disasterface and The Tutonic
Knight. School was cancelled, and their formidable snowball stash, classified
according to hardness, was stacked carefully beneath the bush they were hidin*
under As Von Helsinki and Lea rounded the seemingly innocent corner of Woods
Lab, they were ambushed. There were no survivors.

Trip to the weight room results in injuries to groin, pride
Feeling the winter blues piling up in his mind like a stack of blueberry

pancakes with extra butter and syrup and a slit cut down the middle with a knife
so that the syrup can sufficiently spread throughout all of the pancakes, junior
Robert Smitherman thought that a trip to the weight room would surely clear his
mind and invigorate his body. Smitherman often referred to the weight room as
his "second home" in highschool, and as he entered Sewanee's own weight room
the smell of the steel and sweat began to take him back. He recalled all the hard
work that resulted in a body that he was ready to revamp, hidden somewhere
under a coat of winter blubber. He strolled over to the dumbbells, selected the 40
pound one, and picked it up. A burning, tearing sensation shot through his groin
and he fell to the floor in agony. Luckily there was an EMT present that helped
him back to his room, where Smitherman stoically vowed to return to the weight
room once he felt he was back to full strength.

Old Man Winter claims to have "a few more tricks up his sleeves"
In a recent press conference about the frozen precipitation received last

week, Old Man Winter, written off by many because of Global Warming, claimed
to have a "few more tricks up [his] sleeves." Citing the always possible hail
storm, his personal favorite, the ice storm, and just plain old fashioned coldness,
the father of freeze assured many that "I will not go quietly into that season
of rebirth some call spring. I run this climate until the vernal equinox, usually
around March 20 th or so, and I plan on making the most of it, and that's that."
Winter also promised to kill that damn Groundhog Punxsutawney Phil if it was
the last thing he ever did.

Christmas presents of Pots and Pans seen as foreboding rather than
useful

An anonymous senior, home for the holidays, described his Christmas morning
not as joyful and free-spirited, but apocalyptic and foreboding. He described
Christmas morning saying, "I came down the stairs, and, in my corner, was a

32 piece Teflon pot and pan set, complete with spatula, automatic can opener,
double boiler, and pasta drain. I was mortified. That set of kitchenware represents

my inevitable entrance into the real world, and although it will be nice to be able

to make a great assortments of soups, casseroles, and pasta dishes with minimal
cleanup, I just don't know if I'm ready for that." He used the same tone to describe
his 100% cotton queen size bed sheets and LL Bean Comforter.

Valentine's day described by lonely senior as "stupidest holiday ever" for

5,h year in a row
Dawson Smith, founder of FVD (F Valentines Day), has once again called

Valentine's day the "stupidest and most pointless holiday ever." Smith, in a

number of speeches and rants, has let his voice be heard about Valentines day for

the 5 th time in as many years. "Hell yeah it's stupid," Smith was quoted roaring at

a random junior as he attempted to walk across the quad. "I mean, I'm supposed
to buy some girl flowers that will die in 3 days, and then take her out to some
fancy dinner all because somebody somewhere came up with this great idea to

make a day dedicated to LOVE! Bull Butter! They aren't fooling this guy. How
come

See NEWS, pg. 10

Chapter 797
BoydSHth

It all started with a speeding ticket during exam week. Seventy-three in a

H°?
y

~f t <f Z™"*
t0^^^ 18 *' 3 lhms*** t0 be Precise -

Today was the
date for Traffic Court. I arrived promptly at 8:00 A.M. at the Franklin County
Court House to find that I was in the wrong place. Traffic Court is actually m
the Franklin County Emergency Center. Moreover, the Emergency "Center" is
not really a center. The Franklin County Emergency Center is a bunker bu.lt ,n
post-Red Scare 1981.

Though striking, and unique, the grass-covered bunkerdoes not stand out among
the surrounding structures. The distorted skeletal mess of iron that comprises
the old (I hope) Franklin County Water tower dwarfs the surrounding edifices
Among the water tower, a few other structures dot the virgin Tennessee farmland
Nestled between branchlike aluminum antennas (to warn of emergencies one
would think), is the headquarters of the 3

rd
Battalion of the 1

15"1

Field Artillery.
The one story brick building is as uninspiring as its neighbors. Parking is a
problem because you can't use the parking lot next to the bunker. Every spot is

reserved for a court official or venerated Tennessee State Trooper. I was relegated
to the 3 rd

Battalion's parking lot, about a hundred yards from the bunker.
According to the bronze plaque affixed to a bunker wall, the Tennessee

Emergency Operations Center was built in 1981. Beside the list of donors and
presiding officials, there was a curious little message scratched into the heavily
patinaed plaque. The message read "OOWEE." Maybe someone had fun in

court. Maybe a gracious judge overturned a guilty verdict. I could only hope for
such luck.

After a thorough examination by a less than amiable court security guard, I

was instructed to go through a set of double doors that lead to traffic court. Upon
entering the court, I was immediately overwhelmed by a distinctive, unpleasant
odor. It wasn't the body odor of the hundred or so people crammed in the room,
but instead, as I would later figure out, was the smell of the de-lousing powder
used as a disinfectant- a disinfectant for the convicts. Yes, convicts. As in the
type that wearjumpsuits affixed with hand and ankle cuffs. This place sure wasn't
your garden variety traffic court.

As I awkwardly took my seat beside a scruffy looking elderly gentleman, I

started to eavesdrop on nearby conversations while simultaneously examining
the eight men and one woman decked out in orange prison garb. The mass of
humanity in the stuffy, ill-lit courtroom was there for crimes ranging from simple
misdemeanors to all out felonies. The elderly man immediately had me pegged
as a Sewanee student. "Y'all throw a lot of keggers up there don't ya." 1 smiled
and acknowledged his comment. "It's not a bad place to be." I quipped. "You
know, I went to Franklin County High School with the judge," the man said.

"Really, what was he like back then?" I enquired. "Dork." Wow, how did I know
the answer to that one? Maybe it was the fact that he only said one word or the
mocking tone he used to say it. More conversation was definitely on order. I

learned that he lived somewhere off Breakfield Road and that he got nabbed for

speeding on the same road I did. I also learned he had an affinity for Bud Ice
and campfire parties. (The wispy hairs on his unshaven mug, booze on his breath,
and bloodshot face couldn't hide the tell tale signs of a real drinker). Maybe this

passion for drinking was the reason the guy had a few delinquent tickets to go
along with his most recent one. I didn't have the energy or bravery to enquirer

Soon the judge called up my new friend. He agreed to pay couple hundred
dollars for the delinquent ticket on top of the $93 for the recent one. After the

man sat back down, the judge brightened up my day. Because I took the effort

to come to Traffic Court, I got by with a $93 fine instead of the normal $163 one.
All because of a beautiful clause called Chapter 797.

As one of the last people to see the judge. I bided my time and took note of

See COURTpg. 10
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COURT, from pg.9

everyone around me. Apparently, one of the convicts needed a restroom. He

stood up and took that awkward position kindergartners take when they need to

go. He also had a high-pitched voice adding to the effect. Another man in orange

constantly whispered to a couple in the crowd. Perhaps he was after some free

legal advice. The most unbelievable incident occurred when an uncomfortable,

shy looking mechanic started to walk out of the courtroom. As he walked by

the group of convicts with his head down and shoulders slumped, one of them

whistled out a few unmentionable phrases. The wide-eyed mechanic jolted for

the door. His "new friend" was cussed out by the guard.

After meeting with the judge and agreeing to Chapter 797, 1 walked out with

a weight off my shoulders. It felt good to have all of that nonsense over with,

though I felt my trip was worth it. My only advice for those speeders who get

caught in Franklin County is to make the best of the situation. You get to pay $93

to see human drama at its best.

NEWS, from pg.9
girls don't buy ME flowers and take ME out to dinner! Not only is Valentines

day stupid and pointless, but it's also sexist! Where's my chocolate! This is

ridiculous*." Smith also has qualms with the age-old practice of giving presents

to others on their date of birth. Psychologists have not yet pinpointed the source

of his complex with kindness and good will to others. Sources say, however, that

Smith himself has recently found love with the cold winter months.

GROUPS, from pg. 8

genocides from occurring. STAND: A Student Anti-Genocide Coalition pledges

to continually educate the campus about the past, present, and future crises of

genocide worldwide and to engage the university community in dialogue and

action. The Invisible Children is the main focus for STAND this spring. The

Invisible Children is a film based on the experiences of three college students in

Northern Uganda.

ABRE, led by students Will Harper and Joe Brew, intends to open people's

eyes to the different social, economic, political, and historical realities of the

world. ABRE, Spanish for the word "open," hopes to raise awareness about many
different issues to reflect the intellectual diversity of the entire student body. Joe

Brew states, "Sewanee is known for being a bubble, arid we hope this group can

poke a hole or two in that bubble." In order to raise awareness, ABRE plans to

host talks, distribute pamphlets, and show movies.

/

j**+
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Pearigen Award - January 2007

Tracian Amoi Meikle (Traci) '07 of Mandeville, Jamaica is the January

winner of the Pearigen Award for Commitment to Community. An

anthropology and chemistry double-major, Traci hopes to study anthropology

in graduate school in order to become a Social Development Consultant. She

has participated in numerous outreach trips during her tenure at Sewanee

traveling to the Gulf Coast after Hurricane Katrina, helping children at

Shake-A-Leg in Miami and providing unparalleled leadership to the January

2007 Jamaica outreach trip. Traci studied HTV and AIDS in South Africa

during the summer of 2006 through the generosity of the Biehl International

Research Fund. On campus, she has been involved in Big People for Little

People, OCCU (The Organization for Cross Cultural Understanding), SPECE
(Students for Positive Extracurricular Engagement), and the Student Affiliates

for Chemistry club. She was an Assistant Proctor during her sophomore year

and an Environmental Resident during her sophomore and junior years. She is

currently the Co-Director of the Bairnwick Women's Center and has formerly

served the Center as the Activism Coordinator. Congratulations Traci for

being selected as the January 2007 winner of the Pearigen Award!
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I'm Alone on Valentine's - What Should I do?
By: Whitney LehrRay

hJ^ffl'
FebrUai

?
**' y°" Wake UP and see y°a have «*ived the most

beautiful flowers from your dad. We've all been there...alo„e on Valentme'

%LT? ???
your friends wh0 feel so"y for *>»• **» v****chick flicks to help prove to yourselfhow alone you really are. Bu, what are all ofus singletons supposed to do while alone on the mountain? The following are afew suggestions to escape your pathetic lonely life on this Hallmark holiday.

- Open a bottle of vodka and rock out to "All By Myself Bridget Jones styleDon t worry; no one will judge you if you start to rock out a little before noon.

„,„" T* y
°T

elf

u
eCret 3dmirer n°teS- S0 *" other students "^nk you are

<ZTc,7 ?^ ShriUy SCream UP0D reCeivi"g ^-mentioned notes
(total Clueless move).

- Go t° McDonalds, .and order the whole menu. This might be a lot of caloriesbut in the end you are alone anyway.

- Cry to the men at the Depot so they will not card you, allowing you to truly
drink your sorrows away. y

- Go to a fraternity/sorority house, grab the first remotely attractive personyou see and leave. .

.
justifying yourself by the fact that you're single and haven't

gotten any in a while.

- Spread rumors about your friends' significant others; with any luck you will
not be the only singleton by nightfall. Misery loves company.

- Go see the Vagina Monologues - these people are more pathetic than you.

- Facebook stalk all of your ex's, realizing they have moved on and you are
stiU sitting alone at your computer. Really, Facebook stalk anyone. . .and perhaps
find a new love mterest, who will undoubtedly not be interested in you

Is Lewe id the #ir?
Yal&i%ir)€% t>gy 2007
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- Get trapped in iTunes vertigo, buy sappy songs, and spend the night alone
listening to your new love play list, with hopes of being happy one day. Perhaps
preview the same 20-second song clip over and over if you are too cheap to
purchase the song.

F

- Streak the quad. At the very least the cops will catch you, and hell some
attention is better than none at all.

- Watch The 40 Year Old Virgin, realize this might be you in 20 years, get
off your ass and make something happen. Freshen are your best bet for sexual
encounters.

- Go to a high school Valentine's dance and be the "cool college kid "
This

tactic never fails.
.
.they are too young and stupid to know any better.

- Girls: buy a "Grow a Boyfriend." Place in water and proceed to introduce
him to all of your friends. You will surely be the coolest kid in school. Boys- buy
a blowup doll and put it to good use. Enough said.

- Go to Pearl's by yourself and spend the night closely watching other tables
Take notes to help you in the future.

- Scream "STELLAAA!!!" outside various all girl dorms, with any luck
someone will be as desperate as you are.

- Drive around St. Andrew's Sewanee, smoking cigarettes, until someone
thinks you re cool enough to get in your car. Proceed to take the aforementioned
minor to Sewanee parties. They will have a good time and you will seem like
you have real friends!

- Embrace the idea of being the third wheel and jump in on a romantic date
with your best friend and his/her significant other. Who doesn't like being a
burden to their friends?

At the very least, these tips will help protect you from VD. This national
singles holiday is loved by some, feared by many, and generally hated by most
- especially those actually in relationships who have to play into this BS. So,
enjoy your time while single on this mountain and perhaps next year you, too, can
pretend to worship your significant other on this Hallmark holiday.

Failure to DTR
Leads to Crisis on Valentine's Day

By: Alex Pappas

In 1860, when the bishops of the ten Southern dioceses laid down ,h.
cornerstone for our beloved institution, they created a p"e1 p ce of hA£
1860 whlnTh ", '!

C0UrSe
'

"S peCUliar datinS situati°n From the day in1860 when Bishop Leonidas Polk coined the term "Sewanee dating" in reference

ax«£L"ST
°f^T Wh

° fai 'ed t0 DTR (Defi- 'he Relation^
.large amount of Sewanee students have dreaded Valentine's Day

As Valentines Day approaches, this peculiar dating situation puts a laree

tim?fo

r

r°c r"TT m a
" aWkWafd S,Wati0n

-
™s^ °f o'e aj<5Ume for couples as they hop off to a romantic dinner at Pearl's or HighpoTt

Z r- u ^ reS
''^ th°Se Wh° haven-t y« had *e DTR talk wit,SaWrday s hook-up, Valentine's Day is the exact opposite

hnT
,en

KTemP 'ating Whether t0 acknowledge Valentine's Day with yourhookup buddy you play mind games with yourself. When I think of toircumsumce, I think of Vince Vaughn in Wedding Crashers when hfdescnb

I m nn^rf"? *VftfoMhiP^ "*«*»
' P'ay like I'm interested buIm no mat interested bu, I drink she might be interested bu. do 1 wan. to be

interested but now she's not interested?"

It's the same deal. As a male, you are hesitant to ask your new friend out to a

DTR: The acronym represent-
Tomantic dinner because it not only could

ing the ominous conversation !*, Tcdved as moving to° fast bw il

?«,,,„.,„„ ... j ,
y cramPs yo" game, because nowSewanee Students know as your woman knows you are interested.

"Defining the Relationship " However, by not asking your friend out
to dinner, she may perceive this as being

.....
,

ungentleman like, and this could lead to
her holding a grudge on you for the next 10 years, which would not be cool

So what do you do? You obviously either want a relationship to form or youwould like to keep the relationship as ambiguous as possible. But you have to
face that hurdle called Valentine's Day.

I wish I knew, but I don't. It's just one of the beautiful aspects of Sewanee life
that we men learn to accept.

Holy Crap, I'm in a Relationship and It's

V-Day
By: Silk-Nasty Romance

So, what does the couple lucky enough to be in a defined, more than sexual
relationship on top of a foggy frozen mountain do on Valentine's Day? The
obvious answer is to throw on the Keith Sweat (or R. Kelly's Trapped in the
Closet, if you are a total freak) and keep warm inside with the friction of two hot
bodies rubbing up against each other. However, a few groups around Sewanee are
making it much easier for nameless lovers in the dark to lay it down smoove

First, the standard rose. The Ecuador Outreach trip sold them to help defray the
costs of their Spring Break Outreach Trip. Of course, if the lover does not fancy
the idea of supporting the third-world poor (unfortunately, it's more common
around here than some would like to admit), he could find the same flora at
Taylor's Mercantile right here in Sewanee. Krispy Kreme Donuts are also being
sold for delayed delivery (if one's performance was not up to par Wednesday,
Friday morning donuts may assuage any anger), to benefit the Miami Outreach
group. Of course, we all know that 'donuts' on the streets of Miami is really just
slang for crack rocks. Start the weekend right. The third option of special delivery
chanty is to send a Crush to your crush. These cans, sold and delivered by the KD
sorority, go to the benefit of battered women in the Sewanee area. As such, any
male receiving such a can must show that he can channel his violence in a healthy
manner by shotgunning the aforementioned can at its delivery, and then crushing
it on his forehead. The more it bleeds, the more healthy the outlet.

So pretend (though you probably don't have to) that maybe you don't want to
SPO or deliver anything to your paramour, but want to do them something good in
person. Everyone appreciates breakfast in bed. especially if the breakfast consists
of various proteins, cheeses, and carbohydrates to ruin the digestive tract and
figure of your lover. This double whammy will ensure that she is constant to you
until she starts the hike back from Fowler and gets some Gas-X at CVS. A ratio of
one part bacon grease to one part coffee usually does the trick.

Inevitably, to have a real date as a Sewanee student, the smitten couple
must surely leave the Mountain. It's not that we don't love a Big Web's from
Shenanigan's every now and again, but to get the right excitement, one has to seek
some change. The closest things are actually on the Mountain: Pearl's and High
Point. Down in Cowan Trish's Treasures and Sernicola's are good little spots, but
to really put on the ritz, hit Chattanooga for dinner and a chick flick (Note: guys,
only agree to the chick flick if you are married and bargaining for something.
Never suggest it). Me? I'm sticking to the Keith Sweat and massage oils.
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The Purple Personals
fivxd/ yywie/ yweet loving^ iwth&SeM)a*iees Purple/

Blonde-haired, blue-eyed,

trekky babe seeks William Shatner

look alike to beam her up (in the

Biblical sense). Turn ons: Ripped

Shirts; Turn offs: Fog Rape

I am a 6'5", 130 lbs.

male seeking a 3*2",

300 lbs. Samoan, male
or female, with tribal

tattoos. I enjoy putting

my tomatoes through the

mind going to the people
zoo, and grating easy
cheese. In high school

I ujent through a beret

wearing phase and now I

wear a monacle (sp?). If

anyone would like to go
to contortion class with
me on Tuesday morning,
please contact Joey O'neill

at X2781

To: Alexis Williams

Vie vast ocean between us spans

thousands of miles,

Your middle name I have known

for 20 years now: It's Giles.

We met as little ninas way back

in the day,

Fripp Island and S. Litchfield, we

frolicked by tfie bay!

Blue eyes a-twinkle, golden hair

a-shine,

Now we'll grow old and wrinkle,

as we drink lots ofwine.

Frolic became fumble as bay

became bar,

But we will always be satisfied

puttingfrogs in ajar.

Although this trite poem comes

from so far away,

From the depths of my heart,

1 wish you a Happy Valentine's

Day!

Senior Xerosis, tftoscious WonJe

with straight hair looking for some

curls toM 3 little bounce to her step

kttjoys toctog, to classic, Scottish

ballads, looking for a piper to toot her

horn Comes with fast and Eurtoui

§ yellow house, digital cable, and sd

Ktjy bitty dog.

Spry, frail senior desires

action of any sort. Interests

include Xbox live, blogging,

and complusvie gambling.

Supposedly a "good lay/' must

be willing to have relationship

publicly announced via

Highlander Wellington chant.

Single, white, frumpy male

looking for anyone to give him
some live. I may not look you in

the eye, but that doesn't mean
I don't want to rock your socks

off. Look for in the Cannon
or the Nation. Louisville fans

need not apply.

Angry, Russian- loving female,

who loves Chape He Show, looking

for Link look-a-like to rock

her Ocarina of Time. Can also

resemble Harrison Ford. Must
bring beer.

WeW educated/ senior
<$ir1 looking' to- rekindle/

freihmarv fling/. Interested/

in binge/ drinking, physical
chemistry, walking acrow
ManifyauL Park/, and/ black
outy. Everyone/ need/aAxnon
for a/pdloM).

Ample senior girl seeks Phis of all

ages including whale-shits and their

master Noodling enthusiasts and

Uncle Jammers especially desired

Meet me behind the tent of a raucous

party.

Subscribe to

Clje &etoanee purple!
For $25 each semester, six issues of "The Sewanee Purple"

(including back issues) will be mailed to your home or

other address. Keep up with news at Sewanee from the

students' perspective while supporting one of the oldest,

continuously run campus newspapers in the nation.

Please send your name, address,

and a check or money-order to:

The Sewanee Purple

735 University Avenue

Sewanee, TN 37383

Insecure Southern man, codename

"Derrick", seeks equally insecure

woman, codename "Brandon". Sexual

histories, including pregnancies,

should not be taken into account.

Seeking a meaningful relationship

based on constant confusion about

the status of said relationship.

Looking for someone to

get extra wet with after
the rains come and the
Rivers swell. Must like
plastic, Neoprene, and
smelly fleece

.

Single/ White/ Male
twins. Looking for
Uncommitted, tequila-
loving GIRL WHO DOESN'T
necessarily have to know
the difference between us
as long as she has sweet
Guitar Hero skills.

LOVE-STRUCK F6MXU 5€€KS

XTT6NTION OF VHDtKKKtAOK-
wexRjNc Hi/SKie-eyeD tcxan to

KiC\Ti HCB6W LOV6 POETRY.

Sprite-like Jewess seeks

pink-haired stud for late night

kayak rides.

I'M A JUNIOR GUY WITH
WAVY BROWN LOCKS WHO
LIKES TO USE A DIFFUSER
AND BE THE 3RD WHEEL.
I'M LOOKING FOR MULTIPLE
GIRLS THAT WILL FALL FOR
MY SWEET TALKING AND
LISTEN TO ME BRAG ABOUT
MY GOLDEN PACKAGE.
JAKE COOK NEED NOT
RESPOND.

Single in two weeks because my
boyfriend is leauing for a different

continent. White, female. I am
difficult to date but I can guarantee

I'm worth it. Turn-ons: emo music,

boys who let me get my way,

preferably a member of the tau

nation; turn-offs: I won't really

haue any because I'm about to

be desperate. Contact brat 91 in

Hoffman

W/S/F looking for dates to

Cracker Barrel and romps in

the pirate ship. Turn ons: camo

and connections. Turn offs:

commitment. Call me for long

drives in my perpetually broken

SUV and VOLS tickets. I'm

desperate. Intersted? Find me on

the 5th floor ofQiiintard.

Purple Puzzles

Sudoku!

Last Issue 's Sudoku Solved
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Stuck? Lookfor the solved

puzzle in the next issue!

Cryptogram!

RDZS KM O MPDBS POCS EKXV XVS GAPS DG MKWVM.

-EKRRKOP MVOBSMISOQS
Last week's answer:

THEGROUNDHOG IS LIKE MOST OTHER PROPHETS. IT DELIVERS ITS PREDICTION

AND THEN DISAPPERARS. Quick word!
-BILL VAUGHN

Word Search!

8 V-Day Gifts

5 Candy Heart Phrases

3 Synonyms for Kissing

SldtTALftfOHfC
PMAKINGOUTBSA
EYCRAEBYDDETL
MORVSCXD 1 EMEL
TUKOLKBNSS 1 KMXRRNMICARDNAE
ESAORNPCUSEXL
TQSNOGG 1 NGOTU

Across

1 . Scat Queen

5. Christopher R's Friend

6. Sea Crossing Weapon, ABBR
7. Case, on CBS
Down
1. Star Wars films

2. Like "la vida" in a song

3. High shots

4. Words of woe


